
Complete each sentence with a phrasal verb that rightly captures the 

meaning in the parentheses.

1) How many airplanes (depart) from JFK Airport each day?

2) The !re!ghters (stopped) the !re, before it spread to the other

rooms.

3) Mark Thompson (gives for free) a great share of  his earnings 

in charity.

4) , (be careful!) there's a bike coming your way!

5) Danny (arrived) late for the event.

7) Clara did not (stop having faith in ) her dream of being a pilot.

6) Miss Emma asked the class to (to choose) nouns from the

sentences.

8) Brenda has (thought of ) a great project.

9) Jake (ate enough of ) on pretzels before dinner, and didn't want

to eat any of the chicken.

10) (await with pleasure) the beginning of aWe all eagerly

new session. 

Example: I was surprised that Kevin turned up (came) for the party. 
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Complete each sentence with a phrasal verb that rightly captures the 

meaning in the parentheses.

1) How many airplanes (depart) from JFK Airport each day?take o�

2) The !re!ghters put out (stopped) the !re, before it spread to the other

rooms.

3) Mark Thompson (gives for free) a great share of  his earnings gives away

in charity.

4) , (be careful!) there's a bike coming your way!Look out

5) Danny showed up (arrived) late for the event.

7) Clara did not (stop having faith in ) her dream of being a pilot.give up on

6) Miss Emma asked the class to pick out (to choose) nouns from the

sentences.

8) Brenda has come up with (thought of ) a great project.

9) Jake (ate enough of ) on pretzels before dinner, and didn't want!lled up

to eat any of the chicken.

10) (await with pleasure) the beginning of aWe all eagerly look forward to

new session. 

Example: I was surprised that Kevin turned up (came) for the party. 
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